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Pressure effect on the smectic-A –isotropic phase transition
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We examine the effect of pressure on the smectic-A–isotropic phase transition within the Landau phenom-
enological theory. The influence of pressure on the smectic-A–isotropic phase transition is discussed by
varying the coupling between the orientational and the translational order parameter. The transition is found to
be of first order even at elevated pressure. The pressure dependence nonlinear dielectric effect in the isotropic
phase of the smectic-A–isotropic transition is calculated. The theoretical results are in good qualitative agree-
ment with available experimental results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

While the research on the nematic-isotropic (N-I ) phase
transition has been going on over the past few decades, t
is increasing interest in the smectic-A–isotropic (Sm-A–I )
phase transition recently@1–10#. The first order behavior o
the Sm-A–I transition was probably the first quantitative te
in Kerr effect studies on dodecyl-alkylcyanobiphenyl~12CB!
by Coles and Strazielle@11#. They showed the existence o
the smectic-A (Sm-A) type cybotactic groups of molecule
in the isotropic phase, which explain the high nonlinear
near the Sm-A–I transition. The strong first order charact
of the Sm-A–I transition was also confirmed on the inves
gations of the free surface in the isotropic phase of 12CB
Ockoet al. @12# and the measurement of strain birefringen
induced by mechanical stress in side-chain elastomers by
brich et al. @5#. Recently the quantitative characteristic of t
Sm-A–I transition delivered a series of static linear and no
linear dielectric permittivity investigations in the homolo
gous series ofn-alkylcyanobiphenyls (nCB from n54 –12)
and n-alkyl-2-4-~isothiocyphenyl-dioxabe,n54,6,8) carried
out by Drozd-Rzoska and co-workers@1–4#. The clear evi-
dence for the pretransitional anomaly was obtained wh
form was the same both for theN-I and Sm-A–I transition.
Regarding the discontinuity of the Sm-A-I transition, it in-
creases with increasing length of the molecule: innCB from
DT'0.5 K ~4CB, N-I transition! to DT'6.5 K ~12CB,
Sm-A–I transition!. The applied quasicritical, fluidlike equa
tions give the exponentsa'0.5 andg51 in each mentioned
case even at the high pressure. It was further found
pressure reduces the discontinuity of the Sm-A–I transition,
contrary to theN-I transition. It is likely that it is associate
with the pressure induced nematic phase.

Theoretical studies@6–10,13,14# indicate that a direct
Sm-A–I transition is possible. The first theoretical descr
tion of the Sm-A–I transition on a lattice model was deve
oped by Ronis and Rosenblatt@13#. In a separate paper@14#
Rosenblatt and Ronis pointed out that in the presence o
intense magnetic filed, materials can exhibit an intermed
nematic phase undergoing a direct Sm-A–I transition in the
zero field limit. Recently, Mukherjeeet al. @6# showed that
the basic features of the Sm-A–I transition, particularly the
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relatively large value of the discontinuity, can be obtain
within a simple Landau model. In this model they explain
all the key features of the Sm-A–I transition. Brandet al. @7#
studied the macroscopic dynamics behavior in the vicinity
the Sm-A–I transition. They calculated the macroscopic dy
namic equations on the isotropic side as well as on the SmA
side of the phase transition incorporating the effect of
external field.

In spite of these theoretical efforts, there remain stil
number of key questions concerning the properties of
Sm-A–I transition. It is worthwhile here to point out that th
Landau model presented in Ref.@6# is able to explain some
of the main experimental observations at ambient press
There is no theoretical study on the pressure effect on
Sm-A–I phase transition. In contrast, experiments@1–3#
show a one-to-one comparison between theN-I and the
Sm-A– I transitions at high pressure. Although, some theo
ical models@15,16# on the pressure effect in theN-I transi-
tion are available, there is no such study on the Sm-A–I
transition.

The purpose of the present paper is to study the pres
effect on Sm-A–I transition within the Landau phenomeno-
logical theory. We calculate the pressure dependence no
ear dielectric effect~NDE! in the isotropic phase of the
Sm-A–I transition.

II. THEORY

Our aim is to calculate the pressure dependence of var
thermodynamic quantities at the Sm-A–I transition. We start
by using a standard Landau expansion for the free energy@6#
in powers of the order parameters. Keeping homogene
terms up to the quartic order and gradients only up to
relevant order, Gibbs free energy~g! near the Sm-A–I tran-
sition can be written as

g~P,T!5g0~P,T!1
1

2
AQi j Qi j 2

1

3
BQi j QjkQki

1
1

4
C~Qi j Qi j !

21
1

2
aucu21

1

4
bucu4

1
1

2
ducu2Qi j Qi j 1

1

2
b1u“ icu21

1

2
b2uDcu2
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1
1

2
eQi j ~“ ic!~“ jc* !, ~1!

whereg0(P,T) is the free energy of the isotropic phase.A,
B, C, a, b, d, b1 , b2, and e are material parameters. A
parameters are assumed to be a function of pressure.Qi j
5 1

2 S(3ninj2d i j ) is a symmetric traceless tensor as w
originally proposed by de Gennes and Prost@17#. The quan-
tity Sdefines the strength of the nematic ordering. The sm
tic order parameterc(rW)5c0exp(2if) is a complex scalar
quantity whose modulusc0 is defined as the amplitude of
one-dimensional density wave characterized by the phasf.
d is a biquadratic coupling constant. There is no coupl
term ucu2Qi j in the free energy~1! since such a term would
preclude the existence of the isotropic phase. The grad
term associated with coefficientb2 favors c the spatial
modulation of wave-vector magnitudeq0. The gradient term
associated withe governs the relative direction of the laye
ing with respect to the director. The negative value ofe fa-
vors the Sm-A phase over the nematic phase. The mate
parametersA and a can be assumed asA5a@T2TN-I* (P)#
anda5a0@T2TSm-A–I* (P)#. TN-I* andTSm-A–I* are the super-
cooling temperatures.a anda0 are constants.

From the experimental phase diagrams@1,18# one ob-
serves at elevated pressure,TN-I* (P) andTSm-A–I* (P) can be
portrayed as

TN-I* ~P!5TN-I
0 1 f P, ~2a!

TSm-A–I* ~P!5TSm-A–I
0 1hP, ~2b!

wheref andh are constants.
For the determination of the thermodynamic quantit

near the Sm-A–I transition we consider a spatially uniform
system in which the order parameter values are spatially
variant. This means that we will now discard the spatial
rivative terms of Eq.~1!. Substitution of the values of th
order parametersQi j andc into Eq. ~1! gives

g~P,T!5g0~P,T!1
3

4
AS22

1

4
BS31

9

16
CS41

1

2
ac0

2

1
1

4
bc0

41
3

4
dc0

2S2. ~3!

To ensure the stability of the isotropic phase at high press
the conditionbC2d2.0 should be fulfilled. It is clear tha
SÞ0 andc0Þ0 are the equilibrium conditions realized
the Sm-A phase. The negative value ofd favors the Sm-A
phase over the nematic phase. In order to ensure the co
tion of the Sm-A phase to be stable, it is required that

]2g

]S2

]2g

]c0
2

2S ]2g

]S]c0
D 2

59S2c0
2S D2

Bb

6SD.0, ~4!

whereD5bC2d2. Equation~4! shows thatD.Bb/6S for
the stability of the Sm-A phase. Minimization of Eq.~3! with
respect toc0 gives
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dS2D . ~5!

By substituting the solution of Eq.~5! into Eq.~3!, we get the
Gibbs free energy expansion for the Sm-A–I transition as a
function of S alone, which can be written as

g~P,T!5g0~P,T!2
a2

4b
1

3

4
A* S22

1

4
BS31

9

16
C* S4,

~6!

where the renormalized coefficients are

A* 5A2
da

b
, ~7a!

C* 5C2
d2

b
. ~7b!

At the Sm-A–I transition there are two minima (]g/]S
50) at the same free energyg. One is a trivial one~the
isotropic phase! and the other hasS.0 ~the Sm-A phase!.
The jump of the orientational order parameter at the Sm-A–I
transition is given by

SSm-A–I5
2B

9C*
. ~8!

The Sm-A–I transition temperature is given by

TSm-A–I5TSm-A–I
01 1mP, ~9!

where

TSm-A–I
01 5

@dTSm-A–I
0 2d0~TN-I

0 1B2/27aC* !#

~d2d0!
, ~10a!

m5
~dh2d0f !

~d2d0!
. ~10b!

Similarly, the Sm-A–I transition pressure reads

PSm-A–I52TSm-A–I
02 1m21T, ~11!

where

TSm-A–I
02 5

@dTSm-A–I
0 2d0~TN-I

0 1B2/27aC* !#

~dh2d0f !
, ~12!

where d05ab/a0. Since C* ,C, Eq. ~8! shows that the
jump of the orientational order parameterSSm-A–I at the
Sm-A–I transition is larger than that atTN-I (SN-I
52B/9C) even at elevated pressure. Equation~9! predicts
that the Sm-A–I transition temperature increases with t
pressure and is always higher than that theN-I transition
temperature (TN-I5TN-I

0 1B2/27aC1 f P). The orientational
order parameter in the Sm-A phase can be expressed as
5-2
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~S2S1!25~S1!22
2a

3C* d0

@~d02d!T2~d0f 2dh!P

2d0TN-I
0 1dTSm-A–I

0 #, ~13!

whereS15B/6C* is the order parameter in the superhea
Sm-A phase. ThusSdecreases with the pressure in the SmA
phases. WhenS is fixed, Eq.~13! may be rewritten as

T5T11mP, ~14!

where

T15T1~S!5
1

~d02d! Fd0TN-I
0 2dTSm-A–I

0 2
3C* d0

2a

3S~S22S1!G . ~15!

Differentiating Eq.~6! with respect toP one has the volume
in the Sm-A phase,

VSm-A5VI2
3a

4d0
~d0f 2dh!S2~T,P!, ~16!

whereVI5(]/]P)(g02a2/4b) is the volume in the isotro-
pic phase. Therefore the volume change at the Sm-A–I tran-
sition point reads as

DVSm-A–I5
3a

4d0
~d0f 2dh!SSm-A–I

2 . ~17!

The enthalpy change atTSm-A–I is given by

DHSm-A–I5
aB2

27d0C* 2
~d02d!TSm-A–I . ~18!

Equation~18! shows that the jump of the latent heat of tra
sition at the Sm-A–I transition is also higher than that th
N-I transition (DHN-I5(aB2/27C2)TN-I). We see from Eqs
~17! and ~18! that discontinuity decreases with the rise
pressure, since the coefficientsB andC change with the rise
of pressure, which does not contradict experimental obse
tions @1#. The above discussion shows that the Sm-A–I tran-
sition is more strongly of first order than theN-I transition
even at the elevated pressure.

III. HEAT CAPACITY AND NONLINEAR DIELECTRIC
EFFECT IN THE ISOTROPIC PHASE OF THE

Sm-A –I TRANSITION

In this section we will calculate the pressure depende
of the heat capacity and the NDE in the isotropic phase
smectogenic liquid crystals. The Gibbs free energy den
associated with the long wavelength part of the orientatio
order parameter fluctuation in the isotropic phase can be
panded as
05170
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1
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BQi j QjkQki1
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bucu41
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D~“ iQkl!

2

2
«0D«0

3
Qi j EiEj , ~19!

whereA5a(T2TN-I
0 2 f P), a5a0(T2TSm-A–I

0 2hP), e0 is
vacuum permittivity,De0 is the anisotropy of the dielectric
permittivity, andb, d are functions of pressure. Substitutin
the value ofQi j in Eq. ~19! and transforming the free energ
~19! as a function ofS only we find

g5g02
a2

4b
1

3

4
A* S22

1

4
BS31

9

16
C* S41

3

4
D~“S!2

1
9

4
DS2~“ ink!

22hE2S, ~20!

where A* and C* are same as in Eq.~7a! and Eq.~7b!,
respectively, andh5«0D«0/3. The order parameter induce
by a electric field in the isotropic phase is calculated to a fi
approximation (B50, C50, andD50) from Eq.~20! and
can be expressed as

S~E!5
2hE2

3A*
. ~21!

The NDE describes the shift of the anisotropy of the diel
tric permittivity caused by a strong electric field. To a lar
extent the NDE is analogous to the Kerr effect for rad
frequencies@19,20#. An anisotropy property is proportiona
to the induced order. Hence the dielectric permittivity in t
isotropic phase can be expressed as@20,21#

D«~E!5«~E!2«5D« fS~E!, ~22!

where«(E) and« are dielectric permittivities in a strong~E!
and weak~measuring! electric field.D« f denotes the anisot
ropy of the dielectric permittivity for the given frequencyf.
Combining Eqs.~21! and ~22! we find

«NDE5
D«~E!

E2
5

g

~T2T02mP!
, ~23!

where

g5
2be0D«0D« f

9a0

1

~d02d!
, ~24a!

T05~d0TN-I
0 2dTSmA-I

0 !/~d02d!, ~24b!

wherem is same as that given by Eq.~10b!. From an alter-
native point of view, we can takeA5a(T)(PN-I* 2P) and
a5a0(T)(PSm-A–I* 2P) and regardb, d, and P* as func-
tions of temperature.PN-I* andPSm-A–I* are supercooling pres
sures. In this case«NDE can be expressed as
5-3
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«NDE5
D«~E!

E2
5

g

~P* 2P!
, ~25!

whereP* 5(d0PN-I* 2dPSm-A–I* )/(d02d) is the supercooling
pressure.

For calculating the heat capacity in the isotropic phase
the Sm-A–I transition we consider the same free energy E
~19! but with zero electric field (E50). Applying the same
method as adopted by Imura and Okano@22# and Mukherjee
and Deutsch@23#, the excess heat capacity in the isotrop
phase~above the Sm-A–I transition! due to the fluctuation is
given by

DCP5ET2~T2T02mP!21/2, ~26!

where E5(3akB/64pD)@ad0 /D(d02d)#1/2. kB is the
Boltzmann constant.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

In this section we will compare some of the theoretic
results presented in the preceding sections with the avail
experimental results. For theTSm-A–I vs P phase diagram o
10CB and 12CB, there exists only one experiment by Dro
Rzoska et al. @1#. The experimental phase diagrams f
TSm-A–I vs P in Figs. 5 and 6 of Ref.@1# is a straight line.
From Eq.~14!, whenS is fixed, T vs P should be a straigh
line, which agrees with Figs. 5 and 6 of the above referen
Hence, in principle, Eqs.~9! and ~14! are same. We have
therefore, fitted Eq.~9! with the experimental data for 10CB
and 12CB of Drozd-Rzoskaet al. @1#. The fit ~line! and the
measured data for 10CB and 12CB are shown in Figs. 1
2. The fits to the measured values are found to be go
Because of the large number of unknown parameters in
~9! we takeTSm-A–I

01 and m as a fit parameters. The value
obtained for the fit parameters areTSm-A–I

01 5320.84 K, m
50.32 K/MPa ~for 10CB! and TSm-A–I

01 5331.68 K, m
50.25 K/MPa ~for 12CB!. From the slope of the fitted
curves we obtaindTSm-A–I /dP50.32 K/MPa ~10CB! and
dTSm-A–I /dP50.25 K/MPa~12CB!, close, not surprisingly,
to the experimental values 0.31 K/MPa and 0.27 K/MP

FIG. 1. The pressure dependence of the Sm-A-I transition tem-
perature of 10CB. The measured data~square! are from Ref.@1#,
and the line is the best fit of Eq.~9!.
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respectively. Experiment shows that dTN-I /dP
.dTSm-A–I /dP. The experimental value ofdTN-I /dP for
6CB gives@18# dTN-I /dP50.36 K/MPa. Thus we always
find dTN-I /dP.dTSm-A–I /dP. This can also easily be veri
fied from Eq.~9!, where we getdTSm-A–I /dP5m, whereas
dTN-I /dP5 f . Since the value ofm @Eq. ~10b!# is smaller
than the value off, we find dTN-I /dP.dTSm-A–I /dP. The
expressions~13!, ~16!, and~18! cannot be fitted with experi-
mental data since the pressure dependences of such da
not available in the literature. However the value of the lat
heat of transition at the Sm-A–I transition is always higher
than that theN-I transition, which confirms the experimen
and is also satisfied by the relation~18!. The NDE expres-
sions ~23! and ~25! can easily be verified with Fig. 4 o
Drozd-Rzoskaet al. @1#. In their measurement they obtaine
the exponentg851. The NDE expressions~23! and~25! also
give the exponentg851. Furthermore, to check Eq.~23!,
«NDE vs P of Drozd-Rzoskaet al. @1# for constant tempera
ture is plotted in Fig. 3. The form of Eq.~23! shows that
there are eight unknown phenomenological parameters.
unphysical to take all these parameters as fit parame
while fitting Eq. ~23!. Unfortunately, to the best of the au
thor’s knowledge there are still no experimental estimatio
of the anisotropy of dielectric permittivityD«0, even for

FIG. 2. The pressure dependence of the Sm-A-I transition tem-
perature of 12CB. The measured data~circle! are from Ref.@1#, and
the line is the best fit of Eq.~9!.

FIG. 3. The pressure dependence of the reciprocals of NDE
the isotropic phase of 10CB. The measured data are from Ref.@1#,
and the line is the best fit of Eq.~23!.
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classic smectogens such as 10CB and 12CB. This ca
related to essential problems by inducing preferably orien
tional ordering in the Sm-A phase. Hence, a reliable estim
tion of the coefficientsa, a0 , b, d, f, andh is not possible.
We have, therefore, fitted Eq.~23! with the measured
«NDE

21 (P) data usingg, T0, and m as a fit parameters. Th
line in Fig. 3 is the best fit of the reciprocal of the ND
(«NDE

21 ) vs P of Eq. ~23! for the different constant tempera
tures. As can be observed, the agreement of the meas
data with Eq.~23! is extremely good considering the expe
mental error. The values of the fitted parameters are liste
Table I. For comparison, we have also fitted Eq.~25! with the
same measured«NDE

21 (P) data. Equation~25! yields a line
that overlaps our solid line everywhere in Fig. 3 with diffe
ent parameter values. While examining Eq.~26! we see that
d«P /dT}DCP}@T2T* (P)#2a8. The dielectric test mea
surement@1–3# on the isotropic phase of the Sm-A–I tran-
sition gave a clear evidence for the critical exponenta

TABLE I. Values of the experimental temperatures~T! and the
corresponding various fitted parameters in the isotropic phase o
Sm-A-I transition in 10CB, as derived from a fit of Eq.~23! to the
measured data in Ref.@1#.

T g T0 m
( °C) (10216 m2 V22 K) ( °C) ( °C/MPa)

53.2 53.90 28.61 1.40
56.3 50.20 22.84 1.23
62.35 44.28 15.35 1.07
67.52 41.08 12.11 0.97
71.6 43.34 12.91 0.79
iq

k

i,

B

05170
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'0.5, which is same as the value in the isotropic phase of
N-I transition. Equation~26! gives a50.5, which agrees
fairly with experiment. We also observe that the amplitude
the orientational order parameter fluctuation increases ab
mally nearTSm-A–I and brings about the anomalous incr
ments in heat capacity. Thus we point out the same pret
sitional phenomena observed in the isotropic phase of
Sm-A–I transition. This may be caused because the die
tric method or the heat capacity measurement probably
tect only the orientational ordering.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented here a Landau theory analysis to
scribe the pressure effect on the Sm-A–I transition. The ef-
fect of pressure on the Sm-A–I transition is to increase the
transition temperature. But the pressure decreases the dis
tinuity of the transition. The theory predicts a first order ch
acter of the Sm-A–I transition even at high pressure. Th
same pretransitional phenomena is observed in the isotr
phase of the Sm-A–I transition similar to theN-I transition.
The critical exponenta850.5 andg851 indicate the fluid-
like analogy in the isotropic phase of the Sm-A–I transition.
Although we have made some progress in comparing
theoretical results with available experimental results, th
is still lack of basic data that would make possible a mo
complete comparison with the theory and the quantitat
estimation of the phenomenological parameters.
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